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Announcement of a proposed joint venture between Whitgiftian Association (WA) and John 
Whitgift Foundation (JWF) in respect of the Croham Road Clubhouse and Grounds 

 

The Croham Road site, it is often said, is the beating heart of the Old Whitgiftian community. It 
should not be forgotten, however, that it serves a wider community function. Whitgift Sports Club 
Limited (WSC) is an open club and the sports clubs that know it as home have a diverse membership; 
the OWRFC ‘minis’ section alone is made up of boys and girls from over 80 local schools: a worthy 
testament to the hard work and dedication of those involved.  

Securing the future of the site is therefore of paramount importance.  

In truth, however, this requires substantial investment. Merely maintaining what is an aging facility 
is expensive enough, but if the site is to serve the interests of both current and future users and 
accommodate the ambitions of the sports clubs - OWRFC, OWCC, OWFC & COWHC - a substantive 
redevelopment will be necessary. 

This has long been understood. 

In recent months, WA Committee has been engaged in intensive discussions with JWF, with a view 
both to determining the nature, if any, of its interest in the site and investigating whether, and on 
what terms, it might wish to make redevelopment funding available.  

The approach appears to have been timely. 

WA Committee is pleased to report that a provisional (although at this stage non-binding) 
understanding has indeed been reached with JWF and the outline terms of a joint venture between 
WA and JWF agreed, the principal terms of which are as follows: 

 JWF will work with WA (and other interested parties) to draw up a mutually agreeable 
scheme of development in respect of the Clubhouse and grounds, all costs associated 
therewith to be borne equally between JWF and WA; 
 

 Once agreed, JWF will submit and be the lead applicant in all planning and other applications 
required in respect of that scheme of development, with associated costs again being split 
equally between JWF and WA; 
 



 If, but only if, planning and all other consents necessary for the redevelopment have been 
forthcoming, WA will then arrange for the transfer of the unencumbered freehold of the site 
to JWF for a nominal consideration subject to: 

 
- JWF proceeding with the redevelopment of the site on a timeous basis, this 

redevelopment to be funded entirely by JWF; and 
 

- JWF entering into legally binding arrangements with WSC, such to underpin the 
occupation and use of the site by WSC (and the sports clubs) for as long as it (and 
they) continue to operate on and from it. 
 

 Once the redevelopment is completed, the facilities will be shared between WSC, on the one 
hand, and Whitgift and Old Palace Schools, on the other. 

Q & A 

Are these arrangements agreed already? 

No. Formal ratification of these arrangements will require both the consent of the WA membership 
(and, it should be stressed, WSC) and the JWF Court. We are, however, continuing to work on 
fleshing out both the contractual arrangements and the scheme of development itself, before formal 
consent is sought in respect of them from each interested constituency. 

Why is JWF doing this? 

JWF wish to improve the facilities available to pupils of both Whitgift and Old Palace Schools. 
Happily, the sports the Schools wish to use the site for are those for which the sports clubs require it. 
 
In addition, JWF are genuinely committed to resetting its relationship with Whitgift School alumni 
and they very much see this as part of that effort? 

What is the expectation in respect of the scheme of development itself? 

David Morley Architects LLP (http://davidmorleyarchitects.co.uk/) have been commissioned to draw 
up and progress a scheme of development. They have worked on a number of very impressive 
sports/school based projects and boast a 100% success rate in the making of planning applications.  

The shape of the redevelopment plans will necessarily be informed by discussions with those who 
will be the site’s primary users. From our side, that will be the sports clubs. On the JWF side, this will 
of course be the schools.  

Whilst the provision of a quantum would be highly speculative, we anticipate the investment to be 
substantial; JWF do not tend to do this sort of thing by halves. 

Is there still room and time for an alternative vision of the future at Croham Road to be 
presented? 

Yes. This agreement remains provisional; the agreement of WA, WSC and the JWF Court will be 
required before commitments are finalised.  

This being said, there are a couple of things that need to be borne in mind here. 



Firstly, the arrangements outlined in this communiqué refer to a scheme of development which is 
fully funded. Those advocating for a different vision of the future at Croham Road will, it is 
suggested, need to be clear about how any such vision is to be funded and over what time period. 
No reliance could be placed on JWF’s generosity should the arrangements provisionally agreed with 
WA be rejected.  

Secondly, WA’s freehold title of the site is subject to a restrictive covenant in favour of JWF, the 
effect of which is that JWF needs to consent to any redevelopment of the site. JWF, we have been 
informed, enforce such restrictive covenants as a matter of policy, and always, as might reasonably 
be expected, in defence or promotion of its own interests. It seems likely, then, that any scheme of 
development that failed this threshold in a material way would be rejected. To state this another 
way, one way or another, collaboration with JWF will be an unavoidable pre-requisite for any 
scheme of development on the site. JWF will not be bumped into consent. 

What will the ground share look like in practice? 

In practice, it is likely that the Schools would have sole use of the site during school hours (likely to 
mean up to 6.00 p.m. on weekdays) and on Saturday mornings. WSC (including the sports clubs, of 
course) would have exclusive use of the site in the evenings and at the weekends (excluding 
Saturday mornings). 

A protocol will need to be agreed setting these and other such things out. 

Who will be responsible for the maintenance of the site? 

Whitgift School will take over the maintenance of both the Clubhouse and the grounds, effectively as 
part of the School estate. As is currently the case, WSC will be asked to make a reasonable 
contribution towards the costs of maintaining the pitches and the Clubhouse. 

What, then, will the WSC do? 

WSC will have a much narrower range of functions in respect of the site itself. It will, however, 
continue to be responsible for the running of the site’s bar facilities and its kitchens, to the extent 
those support the WSC and the sports clubs. 

What will be the legal basis of the WSC’s occupation and use of the site after JWF have acquired 
the freehold? 

At present, WSC’s occupation and use of the site is underpinned by a lease with Old Whitgiftian 
Trustees Limited (OWTL), which holds the freehold title of the site as a bare trustee for WA. It is a 
pre-requisite of the proposed WA-JWF joint venture that this lease be surrendered in advance of the 
transfer of what will then be the unencumbered freehold title to JWF. This is, in effect, the 
consideration JWF require for its potentially substantial investment, without which it will not invest. 

The WA Committee make no attempt to downplay the significance of this; it requires careful 
consideration and widespread consent, not least by WSC and its constituent sports clubs.  

By way of information, our primary focus at this time is on ensuring that the legal arrangements 
which might underpin WSC’s occupation and use of the site going forward are credible and robust. 
We are arranging independent legal representation to this end.  Once these legal arrangements are 
clear, informed decisions can be taken on the matter.  



In fairness, JWF understand the importance of this issue, and the broader sensitivities around it, and 
have expressed a willingness to work with us to bolster these post-transfer arrangements. Whilst 
they recognise that relations between JWF and the WA haven’t always been fostered with assiduity, 
they have been at pains to stress the genuineness of their intent, both in respect of alumni, more 
generally, and the sports clubs in particular. They fully subscribe to the vision of a thriving WSC 
serving the needs of the community on and from the site - this aim accords very strongly with their 
own - and wish to see this continue in the perpetuity. 

John Etheridge 
Chairman 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


